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Abstract

Automatic Text Simplification (ATS) aims at
simplifying texts by reducing their linguis-
tic complexity albeit retaining their meaning.
While being an interesting task from a soci-
etal and computational perspective, the lack
of monolingual parallel data prevents an agile
implementation of ATS models, especially in
less resource-rich languages than English. For
these reasons, this paper investigates how to cre-
ate a general-language parallel simplification
dataset for French using a method to extract
complex-simple sentence pairs from compara-
ble corpora like Wikipedia and its simplified
counterpart, Vikidia. By using a two-step au-
tomatic filtering process, we sequentially ad-
dress the two primary conditions that must be
satisfied for a simplified sentence to be consid-
ered valid: i) preservation of the original mean-
ing, and ii) simplicity gain with respect to the
source text. Using this approach, we provide
a dataset of parallel sentence simplifications
(WIVICO) that can be later used for training
French sequence-to-sequence general-language
ATS models.

1 Introduction

Automatic Text Simplification (ATS) is an area of
NLP that aims at automatically converting texts
into simpler variants, by reducing their linguistic
complexity, albeit preserving their original mean-
ing (Candido et al., 2009; Horn et al., 2014). ATS
plays an important role from a societal point of
view, as it seeks to provide a comprehensibility aid
for different target readers (i.e., children (De Belder
and Moens, 2010), people with low literacy skills
(Aluisio et al., 2010) or dyslexia (Rello et al., 2013),
among others). Furthermore, it proves to be a valu-
able task from a machine-oriented perspective, as
it can efficiently serve as a pre-processing step for
other NLP applications such as Machine Transla-
tion (MT) (Stajner and Popovic, 2016).

However, the limited availability of
simplification-related resources has proven
to be a bottleneck for the advancement of this
field. Automating Sentence-level Simplification
(SS) is particularly reliant on the existence of
large-scale parallel monolingual corpora, that
associate complex-simple pairs, and can hence help
train supervised ATS systems (Nisioi et al., 2017).
The paucity of such data collections has strongly
influenced research on this under-resourced task,
both method- and language-wise.

To mitigate this problem, new approaches have
been proposed in recent years. By relying on un-
supervised methods (Qiang and Wu, 2021), re-
searchers have proposed promising ways to exploit
unlabeled corpora to generate simplified sentences
and thus enormously lessen the need for aligned
texts. Yet, not completely. Oftentimes, these un-
supervised approaches are complemented with ex-
isting labeled data, either to help gain additional
knowledge of simplification (Surya et al., 2019), or
as a means to mine aligned pairs and thus gener-
ate more data to help improve the performance of
simplification models (Martin et al., 2020, 2022).
The existence of such aligned texts is often solely
available in English (i.e., WIKISMALL (Zhu et al.,
2010), EW-SEW (Hwang et al., 2015), NEWSELA1

(Xu et al., 2015), WIKILARGE (Zhang and Lapata,
2017)), leading data-driven ATS in less resource-
rich languages to be tougher to implement, due to
the unavailability of high-scale corpora that facili-
tate the training of ATS models.

Given the above considerations, the research
question that we have aimed to address is the fol-
lowing: how can we automatically extract complex-
simple sentence pairs from comparable corpora
that are relevant to the SS task? To answer this
inquiry, we have sought to provide a method by
which appropriate parallel data can be extracted for

1 A Spanish version of NEWSELA has recently made available.



text simplification from comparable Wiki-based
corpora. More particularly, we decided to focus on
the French language, and to explore its versions of
Wikipedia and Vikidia articles. The latter is a sim-
plified version of the former and aims to make texts
more easily accessible for children. At present2,
French Vikidia contains about 38k published arti-
cles, and is the language for which the largest num-
ber of Viki-articles are written, making it seemingly
a non-negligible resource for ATS.

Our two-fold contribution can be summarized as
follows: i) we present a two-step filtering pipeline
for mining suitable complex-simple pairs for ATS,
and ii) we provide a general-language sentence
simplification dataset in French (Wikipedia-Vikidia
Corpus, WIVICO).

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Automatic Text Simplification in French
Despite French being a well-resourced language
for many NLP-related tasks, the body of litera-
ture regarding text simplification remains some-
what limited. ATS research on this language has
explored rule-based methods for syntactic simplifi-
cation (Brouwers et al., 2012; Seretan, 2012), and
only more recently lexical simplification (Rolin
et al., 2021) and medical discourse adaptation (Car-
don and Grabar, 2019). SS remains a largely
unexplored aspect, which merely includes a few
experiments performed on a synthetic version of
NEWSELA to train a neural-based ATS model (Ab-
dul Rauf et al., 2020).

As for the available parallel corpora, to our
knowledge, there exists only the ALECTOR cor-
pus (Gala et al., 2020), which is a collection of
79 aligned complex-simple literary and scientific
texts that were simplified at the document-level for
child audiences. In spite of being a high-quality
corpus, its compact size makes it insufficient for
the training of simplification models.

Additionally, prior studies have also pointed to
the potential exploitation of Wiki-based compara-
ble corpora in French such as the aforementioned
Wikipedia and Vikidia (Brouwers et al., 2012).
However, it has been argued that Wiki-texts and
their simplified counterparts, Viki-texts, are often
written independently, which makes it challenging
to identify parallel pairs between them (Cardon and
Grabar, 2019). In any case, the claim regarding the
complexity of this task has not been empirically
2 As of March 2023.

demonstrated. To the best of our knowledge, there
has not been any study attempting to implement an
automatic alignment method to construct a general-
purpose parallel corpus from Wiki- and Viki-based
articles3.

2.2 Characterizing Sentence-Level
Simplification Operations

SS seeks to detect potentially complex construc-
tions (e.g., deviations from canonical linear order,
long subordinate clauses, etc.) and rewrite them
into simpler versions, but without entailing mean-
ing loss. To a certain extent, we can imagine such
process in a two-dimensional space, where we seek
to reduce its linguistic complexity (reflected in its
form) whilst maintaining intact, as much as possi-
ble, the original meaning, i.e., its substance.

To achieve this, SS typically performs on two
linguistic axes: i) syntagmatic, thus transforming
the syntax and grammatical structure of the input
sentence; and ii) paradigmatic, hence replacing lex-
ical terms with simpler ones. Nevertheless, these
changes do not necessarily involve one single sen-
tence, but can affect a broader scope, depending on
the performed transformations. More specifically:

1. Intra-sentential operations, referring to the
simplification changes that are produced
within the scope of one single sentence (that
is, on a 1:1 basis). These include word(s) sub-
stitution, reordering, paraphrasing as well as
deletion, in the context of superfluous infor-
mation.

2. Inter-sentential operations, referring to the
changes involving several sentences, that is,
on a n:m basis (two examples are shown in
Table 4):

• Divergence (or splitting), viz., dividing
long sentences into shorter and less com-
plex segments (with m>n).

• Convergence (or compression), namely,
rewriting n sentences into a simpler and
more compact version (with n>1 and
m<n).

It should be noted that, when automating SS, the
explicit implementation of such transformations
may vary depending on the model being designed,
as each system tends to target a specific linguistic
axis or operation (Zhu et al., 2010).
3 Only articles that are indexed in the French Vikidia medical

portal have been formerly utilized for automatic alignment
purposes (Cardon and Grabar, 2019).



2.3 Automatic Sentence Alignment

Sentence alignment aims at mining comparable cor-
pora to extract parallel sentences, i.e., pairs whose
semantic content is equivalent. While originally
designed to align bilingual texts4, sentence align-
ment mechanisms have also garnered attention in
the context of monolingual tasks like summariza-
tion, style transfer and ATS. As a result, there have
been developed alignment algorithms specifically
geared towards simplification.

More precisely, there are language-independent
tools that allow the alignment of complex-simple
pairs from comparable monolingual documents,
such as MASSALIGN (Paetzold et al., 2017), CATS
(Stajner et al., 2018) and LHA (Nikolov and Hahn-
loser, 2019). These employ various document
and/or paragraph and sentence alignment methods
to generate n:m pairs. Other alignment tools such
as VECALIGN (Thompson and Koehn, 2019), not
initially intended for ATS, have also been used for
this purpose (Ebling et al., 2022).

In addition to alignment algorithms, similarity
measures have been used as a proxy for seman-
tic closeness between sentence pairs. Such is the
case of SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019),
which modifies the pretrained BERT network (De-
vlin et al., 2019) by using siamese and triplet net-
work structures to compute sentence embeddings
that can later be compared using a cosine similarity
measure. SBERT has been applied in the context of
standard and simplified sentence mapping, partic-
ularly as a means of obtaining alignments at a 1:1
(Aumiller and Gertz, 2022) and n:1 level (Ebling
et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2023). Nevertheless, so far,
its implementation does not align n:m pairs, which
appears crucial for extracting inter-sentential sim-
plification operations such as splitting.

3 Method

3.1 Data Acquisition

In order to mine monolingual bi-texts from the
French-language edition of Wikipedia and its sim-
plified counterpart, Vikidia, we firstly needed to
perform a web scraping procedure to extract the
article texts from both sources. Due to the unavail-
ability of Vikidia dumps5, we were compelled to
parse all article pairs using alternative tools.

4 And consequently be used for training MT systems.
5 Seemingly, a portal for Viki-dumps exists (https://
dumps.vikidia.org/), but we were unable to gain ac-
cess to this service.

In the context of the compilation of our Wiki-
based dataset, we decided to take into account the
total number of parallel articles between the two
encyclopedias. For each of them, we extracted the
summaries included in the article’s preface (also
known as lead section), on the hypothesis that there
might be greater chances of finding aligned sen-
tences, given its prevalent definitional style. The
implemented pipeline was the following:

1. We initiated the extraction process by pars-
ing the URL list of all available articles from
Vikidia. To carry out this step, we resorted to
the vikitext Python library6. The output
yielded a total of 34,806 article links, although
this number has increased subsequently7.

2. We later parsed the HTML content of the
extracted URLs to find the corresponding
Wikipedia articles, with the use of inter-
language links. It should be noted that a naive
replacement from "vikidia" to "wikipedia" in
the link does not necessarily work as expected:
a Vikidia page may not have a corresponding
Wikipedia one, or may redirect to a disam-
biguation page rather than a genuine article.

3. Subsequently, we pre-processed the extracted
lead sections using the SpaCy library to clean
the text and segment it into sentences. A more
detailed description of the corpus obtained is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Data collected from the lead sections of
Wikipedia and Vikidia.

Dataset Wiki-texts Viki-texts

# documents 34,806
# sentences 165,806 134,348
# tokens 4,030,148 2,373,045
# types 294,979 195,791
Type/token ratio 7.32 8.25
Avg. word length 5.32 5.08
Avg. sent. length 25.22 18.16

3.2 Semantic Similarity Filtering
3.2.1 Automatic Sentence Alignment
As discussed in Section 2.2, the output produced
as a result of automatically simplifying an input
6 https://pypi.org/project/vikitext/.
7 More precisely, to 38,429 (https://www.vikidia.
org/), visited on: 21/03/2023.

https://dumps.vikidia.org/
https://dumps.vikidia.org/
https://pypi.org/project/vikitext/
https://www.vikidia.org/
https://www.vikidia.org/
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Figure 1: Overview of the complete filtering pipeline to obtain complex-simple sentence pairs from the French
versions of Wikipedia and Vikidia.

sentence needs to meet two primary conditions: i)
retention of the original meaning and information,
and ii) a linguistic simplicity gain with respect to
the reference8.

Based on this definition, we opted to tackle these
two dimensions in a sequential manner, so as to
properly proceed to the extraction of pertinent sen-
tence pairs for the ATS task. To put it another
way, if we seek to determine which complex-simple
pairs are suitable for ATS, we must first ascertain
whether they are semantically equivalent or not. If
they are semantically divergent, then no assessment
on simplicity gain is applicable.

In this manner, we first implemented a semantic
filtering method, so as to extract the Wiki- and Viki-
pairs that exhibit a high semantic overlap. To do
so, we relied on SBERT (see Section 2.3), which
has previously been employed to identify standard
and simplified parallel sentences. Using SBERT
allowed us to compute the similarity measure be-
tween two sentence embeddings without incurring
significant computational and time costs.

In our case, though, we opted to introduce a mod-
ification to the way in which it has been applied
to date. Since we intended to capture all simplifi-
cation operations (both intra- and inter-sentential),
we decided to compute sentence embeddings on
a multi-sentence basis, and thereby apply a n:m-

8 A third dimension is fluency (Horn et al., 2014). Given the
fact that we are extracting human-crafted texts, and not pro-
ducing machine-generated outputs, we deemed it appropriate
to assume without verification that the input texts are already
grammatical.

aware sentence alignment. We thus fed SBERT
with Wn Wiki-sentences and Vm Viki-sentences,
with 1 ≤ n, m ≤ 3, where n, m ∈ N. We decided
not to conceive a sentence alignment algorithm, in
reason of the typically short length of the input lead
sections.

For its implementation, we used multilingual
sentence transformers9, to tokenize our sentences
and to map them to a 768-dimensional dense vec-
tor representation. Since the model has an upper
limit of 128 word pieces, we excluded the input
sentences exceeding that maximum to avoid trun-
cation. We then computed the cosine similarity
values for the remaining Wn:Vm encoded pairs (as
shown in region b in Figure 1).

3.2.2 Manual Annotation
Indeed, using SBERT-derived cosine similarity val-
ues as a proxy for semantic equivalence is a suitable
option within our framework, especially consider-
ing that it has surpassed the performance of previ-
ous state-of-the-art models on many sentence-pair
regression tasks (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).
Yet, we still need to assess which pairs are suffi-
ciently semantically consistent. For this reason, in
this section, we discuss how to extract an appro-
priate value to filter sentence pairs according to
semantic similarity.

After randomly selecting 500 samples from the
initial dataset, we relied on two annotators to deter-
9 More precisely: https://huggingface.
co/sentence-transformers/
paraphrase-xlm-r-multilingual-v1.

https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/paraphrase-xlm-r-multilingual-v1
https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/paraphrase-xlm-r-multilingual-v1
https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/paraphrase-xlm-r-multilingual-v1


mine to which extent each pair of W1:V1 sentences
conveyed the same meaning. The two subjects
were given three judgment labels to conduct the an-
notation (Table 2 shows an example of each case):

• valid, where the meaning and information
from W1 to V1 is fully preserved;

• partially valid, where information is partially
lost from W1 to V1 or vice versa;

• non-valid, where information between W1

and V1 is dissimilar.

Following the completion of the first annota-
tion round, they convened to discuss their disagree-
ments and reach a consensus. Based on this proce-
dure, their final agreement yields a Cohen’s kappa
score equal to 0.87. Having 500 annotated sentence
pairs at our disposal, we then plotted the distribu-
tion of SBERT scores for each judgment label (as
shown in Figure 2). On average, valid pairs exhibit
higher SBERT-derived values, which confirmed a
positive correlation between SBERT scoring and
human judgments on sentence similarity.

non-valid partially-valid valid
label
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0.8
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sb
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t s
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Figure 2: Box and whisker plot distribution of SBERT-
derived cosine similarity values for each human judg-
ment label.

The mean score for the valid case was equal to
0.81, which we consider as the cutoff threshold for
the semantic filtering of W1:V1 pairs. Conversely,
applying the same threshold for the other combina-
tions necessitated additional processing. In Figure
3, we plot the distribution of scores for all samples
in the corpus. The aim was to shift all mean val-
ues proportionally based on the cutoff threshold
extracted earlier. This process is described in the
following steps:

• For the list of mean score values, score, with
length n, we shift each element of the list by
a certain amount.

• We then use a decreasing shift factor as we
move down the list. Let s be the initial shift
amount, which equals to the threshold (0.81).
Then:

new_score[0] = score[0] + s

• For each subsequent element i in the list, we
calculate the shift amount as:

shift = s · (1− i
n−1) · p

• Then, we calculate the new shifted value for
the remaining elements as:

new_score[i] = score[i] + shift

We used the factor p so that the shift applied to
each element of the list decreases proportionally.
The steps are shown below:

• We calculate the differences between adjacent
elements in scores:

diffs = scores[i+ 1]− scores[i]

• The list of ratios of the absolute differences to
the next element in the list is:

ratios[i] = abs(
diffs[i]

scores[i+1])

• Finally, the proportion p is calculated as:

p = sum[ratios]
n−1

At the end of this process, we acquired nine
cutoff thresholds, one per Wn:Vm configuration.
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Figure 3: Distribution of SBERT scores for all sentence
pairs according to Wn:Vm configurations.



Table 2: Manually annotated examples on sentence semantic similarity. The dissimilar fragments from the partially
and non-valid examples are red colored. A gloss in English is provided below each segment for clarity purposes.

Label Wikipedia sentence Vikidia sentence

Valid L’expression « Maison-Blanche » est
souvent employée pour désigner, par
métonymie, l’administration du président.

Par métonymie, la Maison-Blanche désigne
aussi le gouvernement américain et son en-
tourage.

Gloss The term "White House" is often used as a
metonym for the president’s administration.

By metonymy, the White House also refers
to the US government and its entourage.

Partially
valid

Neal McDonough est un acteur et producteur
américain né le 13 février 1966 à Dorchester
(Massachusetts).

Neal McDonough est un acteur américain.

Gloss Neal McDonough is an American actor and
producer born on February 13, 1966 in
Dorchester, Massachusetts.

Neal McDonough is an American actor.

Non-
valid

L’information désigne à la fois le message à
communiquer et les symboles utilisés pour
l’écrire.

Les écrits, les sons, les images, les odeurs
ou les goûts contiennent de l’information.

Gloss The information refers both to the message
to be communicated and the symbols used
to write it.

The written words, sounds, images, smells
or tastes contain information.

3.3 Simplicity Gain Filtering

The filtering of the previous section provides a set
of semantically similar sentences. The next step
consists in determining which of those constitute
valid simplification pairs. For this purpose, we
exploited around 180k example pairs from WIK-
ILARGE (Zhang and Lapata, 2017). This dataset
has been extensively used to develop and refine
text simplification models. An obvious impedi-
ment is that WIKILARGE texts are written in En-
glish, which required translation into French. To
accomplish this, we resorted to Google Translate
to obtain the corresponding translations for each
sentence pair.

Next, we trained a simplicity gain classifier
based on pertinent features, shown in Table 5. The
features describe the dataset along three dimen-
sions and are grouped into structural, lexical, and
syntactic groups. As for the CEFR (Common Eu-
ropean Framework of Reference for Languages)
score, we employed the FLELEX lexicon (Pintard
and François, 2020), that associates French lemmas
with their corresponding CEFR levels (A1, A2, B1,
etc.). We assigned weight values to each level, on
the basis of a non-linear scale that places greater
importance on increasingly challenging vocabulary

(see Figure 4). It is based on the following formula:

f(x) = 0.1 ∗ 1.5x

To acquire positive and negative examples of
simplification, we split the dataset into two halves
interchanging the source/target order in the second
subset. Identical pairs were also removed. Then,
we extracted the values of the features indepen-
dently for each article and combined them for a
single pair. This process uses the notion of gain,
which signifies the absolute difference between a
feature value in the source and target sentence, in-
cluding polarity. For instance, if the number of
words feature is 8 in the source and 6 in the target,
the gain becomes -2. The outcome of this pro-
cess is a table of gains for each article pair that we
then standardized. Finally, as in every typical ML
pipeline, we split the data into a train, validation,
and test set using an 80:10:10 split and stratifica-
tion.

The classifier was a Feed-Forward Neural Net-
work (FFNN) with four hidden layers of 256 nodes
each and ReLU for activation. We used a batch size
of 64 and a dropout rate equal to 0.5. Before train-
ing, we used the SelectKBest feature selection tech-
nique to identify the most relevant features from
the dataset. We measured the correlation between
features and the target variable, eliciting those at-
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Figure 4: Weight values assigned to each CEFR level.

tributes with the highest scores. Specifically, we
aimed to extract feature subsets starting with a sin-
gle item until the whole feature space, which can
be used to train the classifier. The combination of
the best features in each case and the corresponding
accuracy of the classifier is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the classifier for the different
mixtures of features.

We observe that using the whole set of features
provides the best performance, and even solely the
sentence length is a good predictor (SL). The con-
fusion matrix in Figure 6 indicates a balance be-
tween the number of misclassifications for the two
classes.

4 Results and Discussion

Through the implementation of our two-step fil-
tering method, we managed to create a sentence
simplification French parallel corpus, comprising
relevant sentence pairs for the text simplification
task. From the application of the first step of our
filtering method, we were able to extract sentences
from comparable corpora exhibiting a high seman-
tic overlap. Based on the output of this stage, we
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix illustrating the distribution
of accurate and erroneous classifications for the two
classes.

performed a second pass to identify the text pairs
in which Vikidia represents a simpler sentence in
comparison to its Wikipedia counterpart.

An obvious deficiency in the first step is the ab-
sence of a sentence alignment algorithm, which
would facilitate the detection of parallel sentences
in a more efficient manner. As for the second
step, although feature-based approaches are a com-
pelling choice, they cannot easily capture the con-
textual understanding required to comprehend the
meaning of words throughout the entire text and
thus enhance classification accuracy.

With the implementation of the proposed two-
step filtering method we created the WIVICO10

monolingual parallel corpus. Utilizing the sigmoid
output layer of the classifier we provide simplifica-
tion pairs based on lenient or stricter thresholds (see
results on Table 3). Based on different cutoff proba-
bility thresholds, we enumerate all Wn:Vm samples
in each class. In this manner, other researchers can
benefit from this incremental approach and make
use of the subset that suits their needs.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

Through our research, we have developed a method
to mine comparable corpora so as to extract rel-
evant parallel complex-simple sentences for text
simplification. By using a two-step automatic fil-
tering process, we sequentially addressed the two
main conditions that need to be fulfilled for a sim-
plified sentence to be considered valid: i) preserva-

10The WIVICO dataset is hosted on the following GitHub
repository: https://github.com/lormaechea/
wivico.

https://github.com/lormaechea/wivico
https://github.com/lormaechea/wivico


Table 3: Results obtained by the automatic simplicity
gain classifier.

Label

Probability 0
(non-simplified)

1
(simplified)

>0.9 44,049 20,692
>0.8 22,556 42,185
>0.7 18,642 46,099
>0.6 11,087 53,654
>0.5 7,302 57,439

tion of the original meaning, that we implemented
with the use of n:m-aware SBERT-based cosine
similarities, and ii) simplicity gain with respect
to the original text, that was treated with a text
simplicity classifier. Using this approach, we pro-
duced a dataset of parallel sentence simplifications,
WIVICO. Our intention is to subsequently utilize
it to train a sequence-to-sequence general-language
ATS model for French, or to fine-tune a pretrained
LLM for our downstream task.

While the size of our resulting dataset is not neg-
ligible, we envision to enlarge it, by incorporating
the full Wiki- and Viki-articles into our filtering
pipeline. To that end, we will design a n:m-aware
SBERT-based sentence algorithm, that can help
capture both intra- and inter-sentential simplifica-
tion operations.

Lastly, we intend to conduct further investiga-
tions in order to improve the accuracy of the sim-
plicity gain classifier. To achieve this, we plan
to compare the performance between the feature-
based approach already in use with pretrained
BERT models fine-tuned for a text classification
problem.
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A Inter-sentential Examples

Table 4: Inter-sentential examples extracted from the French versions of Wikipedia (Original) and Vikidia (Simpler).
A gloss in English is provided below each segment for clarity purposes.

C
on

ve
rg

en
ce

Original La Ligue internationale contre le racisme et l’antisémitisme (LICRA) est une
association luttant contre le racisme et l’antisémitisme en France, mais égale-
ment sur le plan international. Elle est fondée en 1927 sous le nom de Ligue
internationale contre l’antisémitisme (LICA).

Gloss The International League against Racism and Antisemitism (LICRA) is an
association fighting against racism and antisemitism in France, as well as
internationally. It was founded in 1927 under the name of International League
against Antisemitism (LICA).

Simpler La Ligue internationale contre le racisme et l’antisémitisme (LICRA) est une
association anti-raciste et anti-discrimination créée en 1927 qui agit dans le
monde entier.

Gloss The International League against Racism and Antisemitism (LICRA) is an
antiracist and antidiscrimination association created in 1927 that operates world-
wide.

D
iv

er
ge

nc
e

Original Lio, de son vrai nom Vanda Maria Ribeiro Furtado Tavares de Vasconcelos, née
le 17 juin 1962 à Mangualde au Portugal, est une chanteuse et actrice luso-belge
francophone.

Gloss Lio, whose real name is Vanda Maria Ribeiro Furtado Tavares de Vasconcelos,
was born on June 17 1962, in Mangualde, Portugal, and is a French-speaking
Luso-Belgian singer and actress.

Simpler Lio, de son vrai nom Vanda Maria Ribeiro Furtado Tavares de Vasconcelos, est
une chanteuse et actrice luso-belge francophone. Elle est née le 17 juin 1962 à
Mangualde au Portugal.

Gloss Lio, whose real name is Vanda Maria Ribeiro Furtado Tavares de Vasconcelos,
is a French-speaking Luso-Belgian singer and actress. She was born on June 17
1962, in Mangualde, Portugal.



B Simplicity Gain Selected Features

Table 5: Selected features for the automatic classification of text simplicity gain, which refers to the absolute
difference between a feature value in the source and target sentence.

Group ID Feature Description

St
ru

ct
ur

al

SL Sentence Length Difference in the number of characters between the tar-
get and source sentences.

NW Number of Words Difference in the number of words between the target
and source sentences.

WER Word Error Rate Word-based similarity between the source and target
sentences.

BLEU BLEU score n-gram overlap via precision of the target sentence with
its corresponding source sentence.

L
ex

ic
al

NNE Number of Named Enti-
ties

Difference in the number of named entities (organiza-
tions, people, places, etc.) between the target and source
sentences.

CEFR CEFR score Within a sentence, sum of the frequencies of CEFR lev-
els of all non-stop words multiplied by their complexity
weight value.

Sy
nt

ac
tic

MDT Maximum Depth Tree Difference in the maximum depth of the dependency
tree between the target and source sentences.

IDT Incomplete Dependency
Theory

Within a phrase, the average number of incomplete de-
pendencies between the current and next token.

DLT Dependency Locality
Theory

For every head token in a sentence, the number of dis-
course referents starting from the current token and end-
ing to its longest leftmost dependent (Zou et al., 2022).
Values are then combined using an average function.

IDT-
DLT

Combined IDT-DLT Sum of IDT-DLT metrics for all tokens in a sentence.
Resulting values are then combined using an average
function.

LE Left Embeddedness Within a sentence, the number of tokens on the left-hand-
side of the root verb that are not verbs.

NND Noun Nested Distance The average nested distance of all nouns within a phrase
that have as ancestor another noun in the dependency
tree.
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